Selective mutism — an overview of the condition and etiology: is the absence of speech just the tip of the iceberg?
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Summary

The inability to speak in certain situations, as one may briefly characterize selective mutism (SM), according to the most recent classifications (DSM-5, ICD-11) belongs to the anxiety disorder spectrum. The onset of mutism in early childhood may impair further development and adversely affect educational achievements. It is essential that psychiatrists, as well as other physicians, speech therapists, nurses and teachers are familiar with this disorder, since the early start of treatment is associated with better prognosis.

This literature review aims to present the contemporary view of this relatively rare psycho-pathological syndrome. In light of most recent studies on the etiology of SM, the sole symptom of mutism appears to represent an underlying heterogenic group of disorders. Based on the developmental psychopathology, the interrelations between overlapping abnormalities favor SM manifestation in some crucial moment in an individual’s life. The etiologic complexity strongly suggests multimodal approach in the diagnostic and treatment process, which has been postulated by many authors.
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Introduction

SM was first described by Kussmaul in 1877 as *aphasia voluntaria*. Nearly sixty years later, in 1934, Tramer coined the term *elective mutism*. Both these names emphasized the presumably voluntary refusal to communicate verbally with most people, explained by first authors as attempts of manipulation. Even as late as at the end of the twentieth century, SM was considered a type of oppositional defiant disorder (ODD) [1]. Only with the update of the DSM by the American Psychiatric Association in 1994 (DSM-IV) this concept changed, as illustrated by the replacement of the world ‘elec-
tive’ with term ‘selective’. Since then, the absence of speech in SM was not perceived as a voluntary intent and it was recognized that mutism only presents under certain circumstances (e.g., at school) [2].

The last 20 years in the studies of SM has brought, in particular, clear evidence that anxiety is the most prominent feature of SM [3]. This is also illustrated in the most recent version of DSM [4] and in ICD-11 [5], planned for implementation, where SM is included in the anxiety disorder spectrum. Multiple examples from the literature point to the relationship between SM and social phobia (SP), however, only in some comparative studies all children diagnosed with SM met also the diagnostic criteria for SP [3]. In recent years, a theory based on developmental psychopathology that emphasizes the role of multiple factors in the etiology of SM has emerged as the leading etiological theory [3, 6]. These factors (e.g., behavioral inhibition, coexisting developmental disorders) are often fundamental for the development of anxiety, enhancing the significance of the anxiety component of SM [3]. It is unclear, though, whether SM is a primary anxiety disorder, or whether it is a form of learned avoidance behavior [3, 7]. The most effective methods of SM treatment are those utilized in other childhood anxiety disorders [8].

**Aim and structure of the study**

The aim of this literature review is to present the contemporary (based on the most recent literature) view of selective mutism that postulates the manifestation of this disorder as a result of mutual influence and accumulation of specific predispositions associated with the etiopathology of anxiety. For more clarity, the article is divided into thematic sections: symptoms and diagnosis, comorbidities, epidemiology, etiology and treatment. At the end of the review we present a summary and a list of factors that may increase the risk of selective mutism in early childhood.

**Material and methods**

The search was conducted in October 2018 using MEDLINE and Web of Science databases, with keywords related to the modern nomenclature of the condition (selective mutism). We analyzed publications related to the issues of diagnosis, etiology, epidemiology, and treatment of patients with SM. Representative studies with regard to the study population and the most important review studies were included in this review.

**Symptoms and diagnosis**

The term ‘mutism’ (Latin: *mutismus*) designates the lack of verbal contact in the absence of damage to the speech center [9]. ‘Selective’ in this setting denotes that the inability to speak occurs only in certain social settings (e.g., at school) or towards certain
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people, while in other settings (usually: at home, towards closest family members) the patient does not experience such inability and does not show symptoms of mutism [4].

According to DSM-5, this psychopathological syndrome may be diagnosed at any developmental stage, if it is impossible to better explain the identified symptoms with a communication disorder (language and/or speech disorder). SM should also not be a symptom of an overall developmental distortion (e.g., autism) or other psychiatric disorders (e.g., schizophrenia). SM most commonly manifests during early childhood, often coinciding with the beginning of preschool or primary education. This is related to the emergence of the first big social and educational difficulties that the child faces. For many healthy children, first contact with the school environment may turn out to be stressful enough that they temporarily present characteristics features of SM. For this reason, to ascertain that a pathology is present, the diagnostic criteria require that the selective absence of speech should persist for at least one month. An absence of speech resulting from not knowing a certain language and elapsing after time required for learning this language is excluded from this definition (e.g., in immigrants) [4].

The absence of speech impairs learning ability, influencing educational achievements of the child [10]. Selectively mute children may additionally meet the diagnostic criteria for communication disorders (up to 50% in one Norwegian study, as compared to 11.5% of controls) [11]. In specific situations, the patients, instead of using speech, may try to communicate nonverbally (e.g., by nodding or gesticulating). It is not, however, characteristic for all children with SM [12]. It must be noted that the inappropriate behavior patterns often persist, even though the symptoms of mutism diminish with age [13, 14].

Comorbidities

SM often coincides with other anxiety disorders and developmental disorder or delay. As an example, in a comparative study by Kristensen [11], evaluating 54 Norwegian children diagnosed with SM (mean age: 9 years), 46.3% of patients also met diagnostic criteria for anxiety disorder and developmental disorder or delay, as compared to as little as 0.9% in the control group. According to DSM-IV criteria (diagnostic criteria for SM in DSM-5 are the same): 68% of SM children were also diagnosed with social phobia, 32% with separation anxiety, 13% with generalized anxiety disorder, and 13% were diagnosed with specific phobia [11]. In a study by Chavira et al. [15], evaluating 70 SM-diagnosed patients (mean age: 6.4 years), all children met the diagnostic criteria for SP and 40% also met the criteria for separation anxiety disorder. In both studies, the percentage of children with SM that met diagnostic criteria for anxiety disorder differed significantly from healthy controls (except for specific phobia in the study by Kristensen et al.) [11, 15]. The dominant developmental disorder in the study of this author were communication disorders, which affected up to 50% of children with SM [11]. Other studies, by Ford et al. [16] and by Steinhausen and Juzi [17], confirmed
the coincidence of these disorders in patients diagnosed with SM (11% and 38% of cases, respectively).

SM may also co-occur with generalized developmental disorders, i.e., autism spectrum disorder. In 2018, in a retrospective study, Steffenburg et al. [18] aimed to evaluate the coincidence of autism spectrum disorder in a group of 97 children diagnosed with SM. This study was conducted in a center specialized in neurodevelopmental disorders. As many as 63% of children with SM met the diagnostic criteria for an autism spectrum disorder (29% – autism, 30% – atypical autism/pervasive developmental disorder not otherwise specified, and 4% – Asperger syndrome). The next 20% of patients only presented with subclinical symptoms of autism, “which, nonetheless, had an impact on their everyday life” [18, p. 1165]. Co-occurrence of Asperger syndrome in SM children was also noted by other researchers: Kopp and Gillberg (7.4%) [19], Kristensen (7.4%) [11], Anderson and Thomsen (10%) [20]. This mild autism spectrum disorder occurs in about 0.3% of individuals in the general population – it is therefore much more frequent in children with SM [21]. In the study by Steffenburg et al. [18], SM children were divided into two groups. The first group consisted of children that met the diagnostic criteria for ASD (SM + ASD); the other comprised only children not meeting these criteria (SM – ASD). Children from the first group were characterized by a later onset of SM symptoms (on average: 5 vs. 3.6 years) and were also diagnosed after longer time. Authors suggest that children with SM may present a lower level of cognitive abilities as compared to healthy children; however, this conclusion may be biased by how these abilities are measured. To make such measurement comparable, it should be performed by persons towards which the child does not present symptoms of mutism [18].

Other psychiatric disorders, such as: obsessive-compulsive disorder (OCD) [22], dissociative disorders, depression, panic disorder [1], attention deficit hyperactivity disorder (ADHD) [6] or Fragile X syndrome [23], also occur more often among children with SM.

Epidemiology

SM is a relatively rare anxiety disorder, however, it is difficult to accurately assess its prevalence due to the inconsistent diagnostic criteria and low numbers of patients reported in the studies. Since children become selectively mute in school environment, the most reliable epidemiologic studies seem those that are based on teachers’ reports [24]. Using this method and DSM-IV diagnostic criteria, children from Sweden (7–15 years) [19], the USA (5–6 years) [25] and Israel (4–6 years) [26] were examined. In these two last studies, SM prevalence was estimated at 0.71% and 0.76%, respectively, compared to only 0.18% in the study involving Swedish children. In contrast, the occurrence of SP (the most common anxiety disorder associated with SM) [3] in the US is estimated at about 9.1% in childhood and adolescence [24].
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Such low prevalence of SM (Sweden) may stem from the adopted age criteria that implied the inclusion of children older than those included in the other two studies, since SM typically impacts children aged 2 to 5 years and mutism typically resolves after 8 years since diagnosis, while social disabilities typically persist in children who did not receive an appropriate therapy [13].

There are also data on family occurrence of SM [27]. It was also observed that it occurs more often (even twice) in girls [14] and in bilingual persons [28].

**Etiology**

*Genetic and environmental factors*

Frequent familial occurrence of SM [27, 29] prompted the researchers to identify genes associated with this disorder. Stein et al. [30] showed that CNTNAP2 (rs2710102) gene polymorphism is associated with greater risk of SM manifestation during childhood and with greater risk of experiencing increased social anxiety during adulthood [30]. CNTNAP2 (contactin-associated protein-like 2) is a gene encoding a protein from the neurexin family that mediates interactions between neurons and glia in the developing brain. Polymorphisms in this gene may exert pleiotropic effect, predisposing to various neurodevelopmental disorders [30]. In studies in which patients were compared with healthy controls, parents of SM children presented more shyness and a higher level of social anxiety and presented an overall tendency towards avoidance behaviors and social isolation [31–33].

The influence that the parent exerts over the child may also predispose towards SM. If a child mimics the pattern of avoidance behavior in parents, it might induce or enhance their avoidance behavior, increasing the probability of mutism manifestation or exacerbating the symptoms in a child already diagnosed with SM [6]. Moreover, in families in which anxiety disorders are present, the children are often overly attached to their parents (separation anxiety disorder frequently co-occurs with SM) [15] and subjected to excessive parental control. In a study by Edison et al., the researchers observed that parents of SM children were overprotective and more controlling as compared to parents of children from control groups [34]. It should be emphasized that in family systems theory of selective mutism, neurotic parental control prompts excessive attachment of child to the parent. This results in the development of interdependence in the parent-child relation and manifests as lack of trust towards extrafamilial environment. The child experiences anxiety, including fear of verbal communication, which manifests as mutism [35].

It is also worth mentioning that some factors may predispose to SM manifestation upon first contact with school environment. Children diagnosed with SM are often qualified to special educational programs due to communication problems and a delayed language development [16]. It can be therefore deduced that communicational deficits
result in learning difficulties and, with time, in educational deficits. Due to speech avoidance manifested at school these deficits are not disclosed and do not expose the child to negative emotions, mainly – anxiety [11]. Children with SM are perceived as generally more uneasy during contact with peers, as compared to controls, and tend to have problems with making friends or joining social groups [29, 33]. Such behaviors promote rejection and bullying towards children with SM by their peers [36]. This may further worsen the condition of the child with SM, by increasing the level of experienced anxiety.

Another seemingly important issue is the immigrant status. Epidemiologic studies in Israel showed that SM occurred in immigrant over four times more often than in native families (2.2% vs. 0.5%) [26]. The cause may be cultural differences and discrimination towards immigrants, which is a frequent source of anxiety in children in ethnic minority societies [37].

Temperamental characteristics

Children with SM present inhibited temperament, which in the case of SM means behavior style similar to behavioral inhibition [16, 32], which means that new stimuli (places, people, objects) induce excessive caution and fear, resulting in excessive avoidance of them [38]. During the preschool period this may manifest as avoiding verbal contact with strangers, closely resembling the behavior of children with SM [39]. Shyness, i.e., tendency towards feeling uneasy and tense during meetings, especially with unknown individuals, may be viewed as a social aspect of behavioral inhibition. Shyness is found in as many as 85% of children with SM [17]. In 2016, a retrospective comparative study that included children diagnosed with SM or SP, children with internalizing behaviors and healthy controls was published. Gensthaler et al. [40], based on the RIBI (parent-rated Retrospective Infant Behavioral Inhibition) questionnaire showed that extreme behavioral inhibition diagnosed in infancy and early childhood may preclude the manifestation of SM in older age. Besides, infants diagnosed with SM later in life presented stronger social inhibition compared to infants diagnosed with SP later in life [40], providing a proof for the assumption proposed by some authors, namely – to recognize SM as an extreme form of early childhood social anxiety [7]. Behavioral inhibition in early stages of life increases the risk of manifestation of other anxiety disorders, mainly SP, in the future [41]. Gensthaler et al. suggest to introduce screening tests that will enable early SM prevention in children with extreme behavioral inhibition [40].

Some children with SM present oppositional defiant behaviors (e.g., stubbornness, irritability, contentiousness), but since the elective concept of SM has been ruled out, the behaviors are not considered important in the etiology of this disorder [3].
Neurodevelopmental disorders

As we mentioned in the part of the article concerning comorbidities, in a considerable number of children with SM, communication disorders and/or generalized developmental disorders or developmental delay are present. Some researchers tend to consider these anomalies the source of negative emotions perceived by the children with SM, e.g., during the confrontation with properly developing children [42]. Speechlessness in selected environments may be explained as a manifestation of avoiding expected difficulties, especially in children predisposed to develop some kind of anxiety disorders. Some studies also point to the link between developmental disorders and childhood anxiety disorders [43].

Neurological deficits of auditory processing

During non-verbal communication, an interaction occurs between the processes of speaking and hearing. This enables constant monitoring and regulation of the perception of sounds and speech quality, and prevention from overstimulation of the cochlea by excessive vocalization. The aim is to ensure proper speech quality, at the same time enabling precise perception of auditory information [44, 45]. One of the efferent systems of auditory processing that takes part in the monitoring and regulation of vocalization process is the MEAR (Middle-Ear Acoustic Reflex) system. In response to the feedback for perception of own speech, muscles of the inner ear contract. This mechanism masks own voice during speaking, thus preventing distortions in the reception of auditory information. Without this mechanism, excessive vocalization could lead to overstimulation of auditory pathways. Such overstimulation would result in secondary desensitization, leading to limited reception of stimuli from surroundings during speech [44–46]. Disturbances in the MEAR system are often associated with increased auditory sensitivity that could result in avoidance of loud environments by people with such disorders [47].

According to the hypothesis of Henkin and Bar-Haim [46], disturbances in the efferent auditory processing in children with SM cause adaptation, i.e., whispering or refraining from speech, so they are able to experience undisturbed reception of auditory information. Because of the auditory hypersensitivity to own speech (e.g., disturbances in MEAR), vocalization would lead to secondary desensitization and masking external auditory stimuli [46]. Muchnik et al. [48] identified abnormalities in efferent auditory processing pathways in as many as 71% of selectively mute children, compared with 16% of controls.

The selectivity of mutism in this context may be explained as follows: while in the family environment, over time, the child learns verbal constructs characteristic for every person from the family. This way, the child with SM can better understand them, despite disturbed reception of acoustic stimuli during conversation [35]. This
would also mean that the child with SM presents the symptoms of mutism especially around these strangers whose verbal constructs most significantly differ from those known from the family environment. Under that reasoning, if the child with SM takes part in discussion with several other individuals (e.g., in school environment) they would only participate as a listener, due to the multitude of perceived language constructs. The increased difficulty stemming from the concomitant processing of diverse, unknown language constructs would prevent joining the discussion on verbal level while preserving a satisfactory quality of hearing. Muris and Ollendick [3] conclude that it is not very probable that isolated neurologic deficits of auditory processing may condition the manifestation of SM alone without other predisposing factors [3].

**Selective mutism and social phobia**

Based on the available literature, it can be assumed that children with SM without any concomitant anxiety disorder are in minority [3]. The most frequently co-occurring anxiety disorder is social phobia. Considering studies representative with respect to group sizes, SP co-occurred with SM in 61 to 100% of cases [11, 15, 49, 50]. The common features often identified both in children with SM and in children with SP include shyness, behavioral inhibition and separation anxiety [51]. Therefore, some researchers propose to treat SM as an early childhood variant of SP or as its extreme manifestation [25, 52].

In favor of the early-childhood SP stage hypothesis, mutism tends to disappear, on average, after 8 years since diagnosis. Meanwhile, the established behaviors associated with SM symptomatology increases the possibility of SP occurrence in the future [13, 14]. SM typically manifests in children aged 2–5 years, while SP presents later, in 8 – to 15-year-olds [53].

In favor of the hypothesis that considers SM an extreme variant of SP, in comparative studies, children with SM presented more pronounced symptoms of social phobia than children with SP but without mutism. For example, Yeganeh et al. [54] compared 23 children meeting the criteria for both SM and SP with equally numbered group of children meeting the criteria for isolated SP. Children from the first group were perceived by the observers as presenting more pronounced symptoms of social anxiety, compared to the second group. In a study by Manassis et al. [49], the level of perceived social anxiety reported by children with SM (61% of whom met also the criteria for SP) was compared with anxiety experienced by other children with anxiety disorders (including social phobia). Children that met the diagnostic criteria for SM presented highest levels of perceived social anxiety [49].

It should be emphasized that not all children meeting the criteria for SM meet also the criteria for SP [3]. For this reason, hypotheses that consider SM a variant of SP do not seem to fully capture the complexity of this disorder, only focusing on its
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primarily anxiety etiology. The approach based solely on the anxiety component of this disorder may result in failure in the therapeutic process [35].

Besides similarities, some differences exist also between children with SM and children with SP or other anxiety spectrum disorders. Children with SM more often meet the criteria for communication or developmental disorders [51]. In contrast to children with SP, children with SM tend to willingly interact with peers, are willing to play with friends and share their ideas [10]. Friendships made by children with SM are often based on non-verbal communication [51].

**Selective mutism as a type of avoidance behavior**

In the previously mentioned study by Kristensen [11], due to frequent coexistence of developmental disorders in children with SM, the author proposed to consider the absence of speech as a form of behavior that masks some concomitant disorders. Five years later, Moldan [55] tried to depict the symptom of mutism as a strategy of regulating negative emotions (such as anxiety or embarrassment). In 2011, Scott and Beidel [42], on the basis of literature analysis, described mutism as a specific type of avoidance behavior that appears in small children with yet undeveloped strategies of regulating emotions that are somehow predisposed to develop anxiety disorders.

These authors emphasize the psychopathology of human development, where childhood is typically associated with compulsory education at school. The child, not being able to avoid school, tries to evade stressful situations, which turns out to be facilitated by the absence of speech [42]. This refers to the probable origin of anxiety and other negative emotions that the child experiences at school – where mutism most frequently manifests. Mutism can be thus compared with school refusal [7, 42], which may originate either from anxiety (e.g., frequently observed in children with SM social phobia or separation anxiety) [15], or from other causes associated with negative emotions. Other putative primary causes of avoidance behavior associated with mutism (however, they secondarily generate anxiety and other negative emotions) are developmental disorders that may be the reason behind difficulties that the child experiences in learning [3, 6, 11]. Similarly, a child with neurological dysfunctions of auditory processing may be constantly subjected to a dilemma while taking part in a discussion: to listen or to speak [46].

Viana et al. [6], in their study summarizing current knowledge about mutism, emphasized that one should not seek to identify a single determinant for the development of mutism, with respect to its evident multifactorial nature that grows over time, impacting the manifestation of SM. This is in accordance with the life span concept, where most mental disorders manifest in a critical phase of human development, on the ground of gradually developing symptoms [56]. Undoubtedly, such breakthrough event in life is the beginning of early childhood education, e.g., for a child with anxiety predisposition that has yet not appreciated their communication deficits. These
children may employ avoidance behavior in order to avoid being exposed to bullying by their peers that communicate adequately [6, 11]. This leads to the development of a functional strategy to avoid negative emotions, such as the absence of speech in selected situations [42, 57]. Avoidance behavior observed in parents may also play an important role, reinforcing avoidance behavior in children [6].

One yet unresolved issue is whether the phenomenon of selective mutism is a legitimate nosological entity or only a specific type of avoidance behavior secondary to some causes, such as in the case of school refusal [3]. In 2012, Young et al. [57] compared the evaluation of anxiety level associated with social interaction tasks. Although groups in the study were small, the results based on children’s and observers’ reports were consistent with the results of studies performed in bigger groups [54]. In the study by Young et al. [57], children with SM were perceived by the observers as more anxious compared to children with SP and healthy controls. This is in line with the results from the study by Yeganeh et al., where children that met the diagnostic criteria for SM presented much higher level of social anxiety, according to observers, than children with isolated SP [54]. In both studies, the level of anxiety reported by the children with SM was not significantly different from the level reported by children that did not meet the criteria for SM [54, 57].

The originality of the study by Young et al. [57] based on the measurement of the psychophysiological arousal (e.g., heart rate, electrodermal activity) in the children being examined. While performing social interaction tasks, children with SM showed much smaller degree of arousal as compared to other groups. Based on these results, Young et al. are inclined to recognize the phenomenon of mutism as a type of learned avoidance behavior that allows to lower the level of anxiety experienced in certain situations that require social interaction [57].

In light of the most recent studies from the field of biological psychiatry, avoidance behavior is considered an unconscious defense mechanism [58]. This is consistent with rejection of the concept of electivity of mutism, where the absence of speech was seen as a type of oppositional defiant disorder or a desire to willingly manipulate others to achieve some kind of advantage [1, 2, 4]. Avoidance is a very effective method of reducing symptoms associated with anxiety. This translates to a drive to repeat avoidance behaviors and enhances them in the process of causal learning (the second factor contributing to development of anxiety disorder in Mowrer’s theory) [42, 58]. More broadly, when the child learns to abuse the avoidance behaviors, it limits their developmental possibilities. Avoidance predisposes to secondary social and language deficits, impacting broadly understood social functioning, including education and career [10].

It is unclear whether the absence of speech in certain situations is a disease per se or a type of avoidance behavior. Factors predisposing to SM often predispose also to SP. Children with SM more often than children with SP meet the diagnostic criteria for developmental disorders. Most selectively mute children meet the diagnostic criteria for SM
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Figure 1. Model explaining the etiology of SM, including developmental psychopathology

Treatment

Recent years have brought evidence that confirmed anxiety etiology of SM, which is reflected in the most recent classifications that incorporate SM into anxiety disorders [4, 5]. For this reason, SM treatment standards resemble the forms of treatment most effective and most frequently used in other childhood anxiety disorders: cognitive behavioral therapy (CBT) and pharmacotherapy using selective serotonin reuptake inhibitors (SSRI) or a combination of both [8]. These therapies are aimed to enable speaking in situations in which the child presents symptoms of mutism [59].

The aim of CBT is to modify behaviors and thinking patterns [53]. Due to the fact that the contact between the therapist and a selectively mute child may be hindered, it is recommended to adequately adapt psychotherapeutic methods in order to ensure that the contact with the patient is the best that is possible [8]. Bergman et al. [60] propose an integrated behavioral therapy (IBT) that engages not only the child in the therapeutic process, but also parents and teachers. Building relation between the therapist and child and the use of behavioral rewards (positive reinforcement) is beneficial on the child engagement in the therapeutic process. It is also helpful to plan the therapeutic sessions so that the first sessions involve both a person towards which the child does not present mutism and a person around which the child does not speak (e.g., parent + therapist). Next sessions are scheduled according to the primarily established plan, i.e., a gradually increasing exposition to situations requiring verbal communication [60].
In 2018, a systematic review synthesizing the results from 15 studies summarized the efficacy of the aforementioned therapies in SM treatment. Symptoms reduction (evaluated based on standardized scales) was most frequently noted in children treated with CBT – 88.3% (53/60). Pharmacotherapy alone was beneficial in 82.1% (55/67) of children and the combined therapy was successful in 85.7% of children; however, in this instance, the group was small (6/7) [8].

Most researchers agree that CBT is becoming the treatment of choice in children with SM [8]. Pharmacotherapy based on SSRI (most frequently fluoxetine) [61] and combined therapy are reserved for more serious cases of SM, e.g., when psychotherapy alone is insufficient [8, 61]. This is associated with possible adverse effects of pharmacotherapy, although SSRI seem to be well tolerated by children with SM [8, 62]. SSRI reduce anxiety symptoms associated with speaking, increasing also the efficacy of CBT [8]. Monoamine oxidase inhibitors (MAOI) are also used in SM, but they are not recommended due to adverse effects and should be used as drugs of last resort [3, 8].

The authors of the aforementioned review conclude that the described therapies (especially CBT) may also reduce symptoms of disorders coexisting with SM (such as SP, separation anxiety, generalized anxiety disorder, obsessive-compulsive disorder, ADHD), but further studies are needed to confirm this observation in a bigger group of children [8]. The treatment (psychotherapy and/or pharmacotherapy) application in younger age is seemingly associated with better clinical outcome – thus it is assumed that early diagnosis is very important for good prognosis [8, 63].

Many children with SM also meet the criteria for other coexisting disorders [3] that may be the source of anxiety and other negative emotions [3, 6, 35]. It can be thus assumed that knowing the source of anxiety and its proper treatment may be crucial for a sustained therapeutic success. For example, Henkin and Bar-Haim [46] propose specialized trainings for children with auditory processing deficits to enhance the synchronization of simultaneous processing of auditory information during speaking.

The authors of studies about SM recommend a multimodal approach to this disorder, that considers the inclusion of psychiatrists, psychologists, audiologists and other specialists in the therapeutic process. The diagnostic process should particularly focus on the symptoms of anxiety disorders, neurodevelopmental disorders (e.g., ASD, speech and language disorders), deficits of auditory processing and other mental disorders [3, 6].

**Recapitulation**

Selective mutism is closely associated with etiopathology of anxiety. Coexisting developmental disorders (e.g., speech and/or language communication disorders, ASD), a specific temperament (behavioral inhibition), environmental factors (e.g., pattern of
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avoidance behavior in the family) are described in the literature as factors predisposing to the development of anxiety disorders. According to the developmental psychopathology, genetic factors and interactions between the aforementioned predispositions may, with time, lead to SM manifestation (the critical period). The multifactorial etiology necessitates a multimodal approach in the diagnostic-therapeutic process that should be undertaken as quick as possible to prevent secondary delay in the cognitive and social development of the child. It can be thus assumed that the prognosis and course of SM depend on the accompanying disorders.

The most effective treatment, similar as in other childhood anxiety disorders, turns out to be cognitive behavioral psychotherapy, recommended as a method of choice. Therapy focused solely on the anxiety component, if other disorders that generate anxiety exist, may be only symptomatic. Further studies should address whether SM is an anxiety disorder or a type of avoidance behavior resulting from experiencing negative emotions, caused by difficulties in communication and education (e.g., at school), because of coexisting disturbances.

Factors that may increase the risk of selective mutism in early childhood:
- female gender;
- CNTNAP2 gene polymorphism;
- parents with tendencies towards avoidance behavior;
- overprotection and excessive parental control;
- educational difficulties and/or difficulties in contact with peers due to: communication disorders and/or developmental delay and/or auditory processing impairment;
- immigrant status;
- shyness;
- behavioral inhibition (especially strongly expressed).
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